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BIRD'S EYE VIEW
WHAT'S INSIDE?
Here's your overview of this
month's box - our Signature
Seoul Box will be featured

4
TASTING GUIDE
FEED YOUR SEOUL
A complete and genuine
guide to enhance your
unboxing experience. Use
the keys     to work out what
you've treated yourself to

FEATURE
8 PEPERO DAY! A KOREAN

TWIST ON LOVE
A fun encyclopedia of one
of the most popular
holidays in Korea

10
COLORING

TWICE 11/11
Twice after 1st place win in
Music Bank on Pepero Day

ENGAGE!

11 #UNBOXYOURSEOUL
Calling all Seoulmates!
Share your Seoul Box
story to win an epic gift

LET'S LEARN KOREAN
6 sweet Korean pet names
to give a sugar coating to
your Pepero party 

Annyeong [안녕 • Hi] Seoulmate?
Thank you for celebrating 11th
November with us! Are you ready
to become the main character of
a romantic Korean drama on
this special Day?
 
This month's box started from a
cheeky question: Can we deliver
a box that brings you both the
happiness of a tasty pajama
party and the unique experience
of Pepero Day? 
 

PEPERO DAY
PAJAMA PARTY 

SUJI SOHN, CO-FOUNDERRAJ SATHI, CO-FOUNDER

There's something special
in Korea on November 11th.
With Seoul Box, host a
special pajama party full
of yummy Pepero snacks
and cool party goodies. Fill
up your November with
sweet and chocolaty
memories

Top Highlights
A wide range of Pepero-
inspired stick snacks
Creamy, cheesy noodles
A party night bonanza
that's got you covered
from an invitation card
to a mountain of treats

After an enormous amount of
partying and snacking, we came
up with a complete Pepero party
kit. You'll uncover a rich
selection of snacks and goodies;
discover romantic rituals
Koreans do on Pepero Day;
decorate Twice's epic Pepero
Day; learn 6 sweet Korean pet
names; and enter a chance to
win Kpop merch and be featured
in our magazine.
 
Happy Pepero-ing!



TREATS

CUP NOODLES

SWEET SAVORY

DRINKS

GOODIES

SIGNATURE BOX



Cheesy Noodles
Creamy noodles packed with
cheddar cheese flavors

Tip: Pour boiling water to the
line and allow it to cook for 4
minutes. Empty water and
mix the noodles and cheese
sauce     

Kokkalcorn Buffalo
Wings Edition
A party-hat-shaped nacho
chip with an infusion of
smoky, tangy buffalo wings 

Tip: A classic Korean contest
is to see how many you can
place on your fingers. How
many can you handle? Share
with us @unboxyourseoul

Inside-out Pepero
An inside-out chocolate stick

Tip: 11/11 is a special day for
Koreans: Pepero Day! It
originated from the tradition
of exchanging Pepero snacks,
which look like number 1,
between lovers. Share this
symbol of love with someone
special to you

FEED
YOUR SEOUL

DELUXE

SUBSCRIPTION

Pizza Tortilla Chip
A popped tortilla chip that
looks like either a slice or a
whole pizza. Lightly dusted
with tomato & salami
seasoning

Tip: How about putting
melted cheese on top?

SIGNATURE

GOODY



Milk Chew
Sweetcorn Candy
A soft milk candy with
creamy sweetcorn jelly
inside

Fun Fact: Sweetcorn is
regarded as dessert in Korea.
Reason? It's sweet, not
surprising

Red Bean Pancake
A mini cake sandwich with
rich, sweet red bean paste

Tip: Microwave the pancake
for a couple of seconds to
make it warm and smooth.
Even better, enjoy it with a
cool glass of milk

Real Choco Well Bar
A cereal Pepero bar filled
with dark chocolate cream

Tip: Dip in milk. It will
become a moist and crunchy
snack at any time of the day

Myeonglan Seaweed
‘Myeonglan’ is a premium
Korean cuisine made with
cod roe, soy sauce, and
herbs. Try it's seaweed
variation! Product of
Gwangcheon, a town famous
for its top-quality roasted
seaweed

Marengo
A buttery wafer rolled tightly
into a Pepero shape

Tip: Serve with soft ice
cream - you'll get the flavor
and crunch of a delicious ice
cream cone without visiting
a waffle store!  

Strawberry Almonds
An almond with strawberry
flavors that almost tastes
like eating crunchy, nutty
strawberry milk (Imagine it!)

Tip: Want a fruit twist to your
meals? Try mix these nuts in
with yogurt

Chakani
A crunchy Pepero that tastes
like corn chicken soup

Fun Fact: Chakani used to be
a popular after-school snack

Puer Tea
Yes. It's called 'Puer'!
A specialty tea made with
mature green tea leaves

Tip: Give a zen boost to your
party! Steep in boiling water
for 1 to 2 minutes. Allow it to
brew. To enjoy as a cool drink,
throw in a couple of ice cubes

Mirang Injelomi
A rice cracker dusted with
Injeolmi seasoning. 'Injeolmi'
is a Korean rice cake made
of roasted & ground
soybean powder

Tip: Serve with a cup of
sweet drink such as apple
juice

Star Cracker
A Teriyaki-flavored light rice
cracker that looks like a star

Tip: Have this with beer or
soda as a cool late-night
party combo



Barley Puff
A puffed Pepero made with
whole barley and wheat

Tip: Have it with Toffee Nut
Latte. Its grainy flavor makes
a perfect balance with the
nutty drink

Cheese Cake
Another cakey Pepero which
is covered with cheese from
A to Z - a cream cheese
drizzle, airy cheesy cake, and
Camembert pastry bottom 
Tip: Why not serve it with a
cup of your Puer Tea?

Chocolate Cake
A cakey Pepero coated with
rich milk chocolate

Tip: Best served chilled -
enjoy its solid cacao texture

Corn Chocolate
A mini éclair Pepero coated
with hazelnut chocolate that
melts in your mouth

Tip: Freeze it for a little bit to
maximize the chocolate kick

Cheona Jangsa
Cheese Sausage
A meaty Pepero made with
natural cheese that tastes
like a crab stick

Tip: Grab the red tape on the
top and pull away from the
wrapper. No heating needed



Toffee Nut Latte
A sweet latte with a twist of
caramelized nut flakes
Tip: Empty the sachet into a
mug. Pour 100 to 120ml of
boiling water. Stir well. If you
want to add a depth to its
taste, replace water with
warm milk

Finger Phone Holder
A ring that rotates 360
degrees and can also act as
a phone stand. Inspired by
the cute Korean finger heart

Tip: Have you ever dropped
your phone on your face
while you were browsing
your bias' dancing videos?
Then this is ideal for you!

Jasaengyeon
Skin & Lotion
You know Korea is famous
for cosmetics. This is a
travel set of premium skin
and lotion cream. Treat your
skin with K-Beauty

Tip: Wash your face and
apply the cosmetics evenly

Kakao Friends
Sticker Pack
A sticker of the beloved
Kakao Friends, signature
characters of Kakao Talk, a
Korean nationwide chat app

Tip: Why not add a cute
Korean vibe to your
surroundings?

Lollipop Stickers
A black & white lollipop-
shaped sticker with Korean
writing printed on. It means
‘I always love you and thank
you’. How sweet!

Tip: Have any leftover snacks
after a fun night? Seal your
snacks with this sticker and
save them for later

Animal Party
Invitation Card
An animal-shaped postcard

Tip: Write an invitation letter
for your party with this cute
postcard. Also can be used
as a bookmark

BT21 Keychain
An adorable 3D keychain
made with soft rubber

Tip: Fancy a little treat for
yourself? This goody will
make your bag stand out
wherever you go

PEPERO 101
Alongside an Inside-out Pepero in your box, there's an eye-
opening variety of Peperos in Korea. Which one do you
want to try the most?
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PEPERO DAY! A KOREAN TWIST ON LOVE
Experience a chocolaty crunch on this unique Valentine's Day

11/11 is Pepero Day in
Korea, a day where
Koreans exchange
Pepero with their loved
ones. Pepero is a
chocolate-dipped thin
pretzel. This day is
rumored to have
originated from two
girls wishing to be tall
and thin like Pepero by
gifting  it to each other.
The date was chosen as
it looks like 4 Peperos

in line. What a cute
reason! Seoul Box is
here to reveal the
secrets behind this
special day. (Pic 1)
 

Below are 5 fun
activities Korean do on
this sweet day:
 

★ Pepero exchange
★ A Pepero baking class
★ A Pepero kiss (Pic 2)
★ Confession of love
★ A Pepero party

Definitely fun events to
spend with your friends
or loved ones!
 
Snack makers are
super creative on this
day. They convert nearly
everything into a
Pepero. Countless
eccentric Peperos have
been made, including:
meringue, popping
candy, baguette, and
even macaron. (Pic 3)
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November 11th is also
Farmer’s Day.
(Find a special treat in
your box for this      )
The party food here is
Garaetteok (가래떡), a
long, thin rice cake. To
enjoy the best of both
worlds, Koreans started
coating the treat with
chocolate sauce,
making it a sweet, soft
and chewy Garaetteok
Pepero. (Pic 4)

Believe It or Not:
Pepero Day is 

already 25 years old!
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Fun suggestion for you:
make Peperos by
yourself! Handmade
Peperos will transform
the Korean Valentine’s
Day into a super sweet,
romantic experience for
you and your loved ones.
In fact, making Peperos
is not an uncommon
tradition at all in
Korea! (Pic 5)
 
Are you interested in
crafting your own?
These 3 simple steps
will guide you to the
exciting world of Pepero
building.

1) Prepare breadsticks
 
2) Melt chocolate in a
bowl and thoroughly
coat the sticks with the
melted chocolate
 
3) Decorate the Peperos
to your taste. It's time
to show off your
amazing creativity!
 
If you crave something
genuine, why not try
making a Pepero cake?
(Pic 6) Would you eat
that cake?
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For a chance to win BT21 Socks,
tag us in your unboxing story!

LET'S LEARN KOREAN LESSON 5: PET NAMES

HUGE CONGRATULATIONS TO

자기
[Jagi]

When you two are
in a relationship

여보
[Yeobo]

When you two are
in a relationship

선배
[Seonbae]

When your partner is
senior to you

마눌
[Manul]

Wifey

서방
[Seobang]

Hubby

애기
[Aegi]
Babe

TRAVELLINGIRLMEG




